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Big Knits Big Needles
From the author of the incredibly original Knitting Mochimochi comes a delightful
collection of supersized, quick-and-easy knitted toy creations sure to please
knitters of all ages. Bigger sometimes does mean better. In Teeny-Tiny
Mochimochi Anna Hrachovec charmed knitters with her adorable miniature
Mochimochi Land creatures. In Huge + Huggable Mochimochi she gives us
knitted toys with even more to love. With 20 large-scale projects, from a massive
monster truck to a pirate pillow pal and a super-cute bag buddy that converts
from knapsack to shoulder bag, these playful knits make wonderful gifts and
whimsical decorations. Anna also explains how to size the projects up or down so
the knitter can customize each piece as desired.
Presents simple instructions and illustrations to help beginners learn to knit, with
patterns for sixteen easy projects.
Let's Knit Caps is a book of recipes for advanced knitters who are looking for new
stitches, textures, and ideas to spice up their repertoire and unleash their
creativity. The author, Sunita Giri, started knitting as a child in Kathmandu and
she hasn't put her needles down since then. She is a dedicated and talented
knitter and designer, the kind of knitter that is never without her knitting bag. She
founded Winter Project several years ago, making caps, neck warmers, and
blankets herself and engaging volunteers to join her efforts to reach as many
children as possible, and raising funds to carry out the project. She wrote Let’s
Knit Caps in response to many requests, from knitters worldwide who are
members of the Winter Project group or read about us on Facebook, asking “how
do you make” this cap, neck warmer, or blankets. Her book offers a framework
for thinking about designing, and about the way we view and use this ancient and
useful art form. Let's Knit Caps offers some step-by-step outlines for making a
variety of caps and many ideas for combining textures, stitch patterns, and color
blends. While the book is not designed for beginners, knitters of all levels will
enjoy encountering her enthusiasm for the craft of knitting and the ways we can
use it to enrich our lives and the lives of others.
Explore the world of chunky knits with these fabulous, contemporary designs
from knitting expert Melanie Porter. Melanie Porter has long used giant needles
for her knitting creations, and here she shares 35 stylish designs with you. There
are lots of projects to knit using needles from sizes US 15 to US 50, as well as
some that use extra large needles (35mm), and the great thing about using big
needles is that you can work up items quickly to great effect. Divided into three
chapters--Chunky Textures, Summer Knits, and Mega Knits--and using a variety
of beautiful bulky yarns, there's a whole host of inspiration here for any knitter.
Hats, scarves, gloves, and other winter items are all featured in different stitches
and yarns, but there are lightweight knits too, including a tunic dress, sweater,
and cowl. Go from small-scale ideas--a necklace, headband, coin purse, and
bangles--to supersize projects, such as the oversized shawl, throw, body warmer,
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and pouffe. There's a comprehensive techniques section, too, which covers the
basics for beginners and acts as a reference guide for experienced knitters.
A stylish collection of plus-size knits designed for full-figured women features
twenty innovative designs for practical, chic fashions to flatter any figure,
including detailed instructions and patterns for an array of cardigans, jackets,
sweaters, summer tops, and simple wraps and stoles. Original. 20,000 first
printing. Crafter's Choice Alt.
Snuggle up by the fire with these 24 knit afghans, the perfect shield from winter's
chill. Relatively quick and easy, each solid-color wrap offers comforting warmth
while adding a welcome spot of color to the gray days of winter.
Clear, detailed instructions, accompanied by full-color and black-and-white
photographs, introduce thirty knitting patterns, updated and reinterpreted
versions of vintage designs from the Yesterknits Museum. Original. 20,000 first
printing.
Get knitting in no time with Big Needles, Chunky Knits and learn to knit chunky
jumpers and jackets for every occasion with super fast results. With over 20
stylish chunky knitting projects including ponchos, cardigans, sweaters, hats, and
legwarmers, Big Needles, Chunky Knits is the most inspirational guide to giant
knitting. Big Needles, Chunky Knits is perfect for people of all knitting ability,
whether you're a knitting novice or a seasoned stitcher. From clear step-by-step
instructions on how to knit the perfect jumper to beautiful photography of the
finished project, Big Needles, Chunky Knits is with you every stitch of the way.
Nothing is better on a chilly winter night than wrapping up in a cozy, comfy
afghan you've knit yourself. Here are five fantastic big-needle designs you can
knit quickly for cool-weather comfort. Knit some for yourself and some to give
away - everyone loves to be cuddled in afghans like these! 5 afghans: Cozy &
Warm Afghan, Diamonds Are for Cuddling, Fireside Comfort Afghan, Tiffany
Afghan, and Tuck-Me-In Afghan.
They're hiding under the bed. And in the closet. And anywhere else you've
stashed yarn. They're friendly little monsters, and they're ready to come out and
play! Popular designer Rebecca Danger presents 20 patterns for the most
adorable monsters ever to climb off a pair of knitting needles. All are shown in
two colorways, and most are done in two yarn weights, to help you pick the
perfect yarn to suit your monster's personality.
Learning to knit can seem daunting at first. But practice on simple projects can
make it second nature quickly. This book offers beginner knitters 12 simple
knitted crafts including a finger-knit brooch, a scarf, mittens, and a family of owls.
The projects cover different knitting styles and include clothes, accessories, and
toys so readers can practice their new skills in a variety of ways. Clear step-bystep instructions and full-color photographs aid new knitters in creating lovely
gifts and honing their new craft.
Big needle knitting is the way to go for quick results and fantastic style. Each
design in this book is knit on size 10 or larger needles using a variety of
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interesting yarns from Plymouth Yarn Company.
Lace gets a whole new look! Lace has traditionally been knit in finer weight yarns
to create airy, delicate designs. But when knit in bulky yarns, lace becomes bold,
graphic, and dramatic. Working with thicker yarns also makes the projects move
along more quickly and the lace repeats shorter, so it's easy to learn new stitches
and techniques. For those new to bulky yarns, Barbara Benson shows you how
these yarns work best in lace designs and provides tips and tricks for reading and
executing lace patterns. Then you are ready to knit any of the 20 patterns for
beautiful lacy shawls, mitts, hats, cowls, blankets, and more. Gorgeous
photography by Gale Zucker shows the pieces to their full, stunning effect. Get
those big needles and chunky yarn ready to roll!
Guys want their knits to be warm and comfortable--and to look good, too! If you
love to knit for the men in your life, this book will help you meet those
requirements with style.
With a modular and fully customizable approach to knitting blankets, 60 Quick
Knit Blanket Squares provides 60 patterns for endless possibilities. Don't just knit
the same blanket everyone else is making. Create your own one-of a-kind
designs with 60 Quick Knit Blanket Squares! With 60 beautiful patterns that span
all skill levels and include knit and purl textures, cables, lace, and unique
stitches,sample color combinations, a range of blanket sizes, a variety of
edgings, and several inspirational blanket patterns, even the most hesitant knitter
will find plenty to kick-start their creativity. Knitting a blanket by making individual
12 x 12" squares means knitters can work on the go year-round without
overheating as they wrestle ever-growing blankets. This approach to knitting
blankets is simple, easy, and adaptable up to the very last minute. With every
design worked in Cascade Yarns' 220 Superwash Merino, which includes
approximately 100 colorways to choose from, these blankets will be soft, easycare, and affordable.
Big Book of Baby Knits features a collection of 56 adorable projects that range in
difficulty so there's something for everyone, no matter your skill level! With clear
instructions, full-size patterns, gorgeous photography, and helpful tips along the
way, projects can be accomplished fairly quickly. From baby clothes and toys to
baby blankets and accessories, these achievable designs include charming ideas
for both boys and girls!
Bring the hygge home with these chic and cozy chunky knits. This book shows you how
to use jumbo knitting needles and crochet hooks, or just your hands and arms, to create
fun, trendy accessories for yourself and your home. Even if you're a beginner, this book
is for you. Chunky knitting uses thick yarn, so it's easy to work with without worrying
about being too precise. The effect is intentionally lumpy and thick—hence the name
"chunky knits." Although the knitting is quick and easy, the results are charming. This
book includes a wide variety of accessories, with 23 different projects, including: Up
your infinity scarf game with a comfy cable knit neckwarmer A loose-knit beanie that's
both cute and practical Multiple headbands to help you create the perfect hair
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accessories An oversized clutch to make your next night out a bit funkier A warm
blanket to snuggle up with A cat bed for your fur child Illustrated step-by-step lessons in
the basics of hand/arm knitting, chunky knitting and chunky crochet take you through
each project, while lifestyle images of the finished pieces provide inspiration.
This book compiles the stories, stats, and facts of the world's most amazing knits, from
a handknit Ferrari on display at the British Auto Show (knitting the car took 12 miles of
yarn) to the American flag knit with utility poles and cranes—and everything in between
(a plate of sushi; a handknit wedding, including the flowers and the cake; a cozy for a
house). This will be a Guinness Book of World Records for knitters. Each entry features
color photos, an explanation of how the object was made, and other interesting details,
including how much yarn was used, how long it took to make, how many people
contributed stitches, the project dimensions, and more.
Beginning knitters often learn to knit scarves because they're quick and easy to
complete. But don't abandon scarves just because you're an accomplished knitter! This
amazing collection of 47 knit hats and scarves contains so many great projects, you'll
want to knit them all. You can knit for yourself, babies and kids, men and women,
friends and family - no matter their style or location. You'll find projects that are easy to
knit, with basic stitches and few color changes. You'll be inspired by the projects that
are a little more complex, with new stitches and a variety of colors and types of yarns.
And you'll be delighted with the variety, because there truly is something for everyone.
Designs include scarves that are elegant, warm and cozy, lacy, and glitzy scarves, as
well as a faux fur collar & cuffs, a chic cowl & cuffs, ski bands, an easy roll-brim hat, a
funky hemmed hat, a triangular scarf, and a child's patriotic hat. Stapled; 64 pages.
30 quick and easy step-by-step projects that utilize the hottest needle-free trend in
knitting: arm knitting. It's fast, it's easy, and it's fun. Arm Knitting features 30 step-bystep projects for head-to-toe wearables, accessories including bags and baskets, and
items for the home. Every project is needle-free, and, though you can create the same
stitches and use many of the same techniques as in regular knitting, big stitches and
chunky yarns allow for much more rapid results. Let the photography inspire you as you
work through each project, whether you want a new scarf for the winter or a new wreath
for your door. From choosing yarn to weaving in ends to sewing pieces together, Arm
Knitting guides you every step of the way. Perfect for those who don't know how to knit
but want to learn, this popular needle-free technique will give you beautiful results in
hardly any time at all.
Have you always wanted to knit? Know the basics, but you’re looking to stretch your
knitting skills? Knitting Patterns For Dummies is chock-full of simple instructions and
easy-to-follow patterns to help you create a wide range of classic, beautiful knits for the
whole family, from clothing to household items to gift ideas. This fun, friendly guide
gives you scores of new ways to have fun with needles and yarn, with great projects
such as basic ponchos and pullovers, felted bags and slippers, cabled sweaters, and
home and baby accessories, to name a few. You get step-by-step instructions for all the
patterns in the book, along with line drawings and 8 pages of full-color photos to guide
you. And, with the variations added at the end of many of the patterns, you’ll have
almost 100 projects to choose from! You’ll discover how to: Select the right yarn and
needles Decipher knitting lingo Measure your gauge, read a pattern, and understand
garment sizing Work with common stitches, such as the stockinette, garter seed, box,
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and half linen Handle ribbing, cabling, and knitting lace Work with patterns with
rectangles, circles, and triangles Use colorful stitches such as the Stripes, Fair Isle, and
Mosaic Join shapes together in your design Create different textures and add color
throughout a piece or just as accents You’ll also find ten things you can knit with that
aren’t yarn or needles, as well as plenty of tips for caring for your knits once they’re
complete. From beanies to bags to blankets, Knitting Patterns For Dummies has it
all—everything you need to pick up your sticks and get creative right away!
A lyrical celebration of the tradition of Cowichan knitting among the Coast Salish
peoples and the joy of creating something with your hands.
This book showcases the best projects from a year of Bead&Button magazine in a
gorgeous hardcover volume. With 80 beautiful beading projects featuring a variety of
techniques - stringing, wirework, stitching, bead crochet, and more - Creative Beading,
Vol. 2 is sure to spark beaders’ imaginations and enhance their skills.
Fiona Goble learnt to knit as a child, but she knows what it's like to be starting out—you
have the yarn, you've bought the needles, but when you look at a knitting pattern, it all
seems like gobbledygook. "Learn to Knit" will help you learn the basic stitches and how
to read a pattern, as well as some simple techniques such as casting on and binding
off, and increasing and decreasing. But once you've tried those, you'll want to actually
make something. To make that simple, Fiona Goble has gathered together 25 great
projects for you to try, all using only the stitches and techniques that you have just
learned about. There are chunky scarves and cowls that knit up really quickly using big
needles, beanies and bobble hats that can be made in a weekend, and bunting and a
pillow cover that even a novice can knit in no time. So put those new skills to use and
create a whole range of fantastic things to wear or for the home—once you start knitting,
you won't want to stop.
Big, Bold, Beautiful Knits Perfect for Beginners (and Procrasti-Knitters) With big
needles and oversized yarn, anyone can knit up fun, stylish patterns in a flash!
Alyssarhaye Graciano, knitwear designer and founder of BlackSheepMade, filled this
book with quick projects perfect for your friends, family, pets and home. Especially good
for beginners, thick yarn makes it easy to see all of your stitches as you’re working.
Even if you mess up, bulkier yarns make it simple to find and fix your mistakes.
Experienced knitters can zip through last minute gifts (the Cascades Cowl only takes
two hours!) and traditionally time-consuming large-scale projects like the extra cozy
Homebody Blanket. Try your hand at arm knitting with eye-catching knits like the Hella
Big Arm Knit Scarf, add a pop of color to your home with Ember’s Circle Rug or even
bring some funky style to your wardrobe with cute accessories like the retro PNW
Beanie or the striking Radius Hooded Cowl! With this book full of no-fail patterns and a
basketful of chunky yarns, you can learn new stitches with confidence and have cool
custom pieces in no time at all.
Here’s a fresh take on the crafts of rugmaking and knitting—the very first book of its
kind. These 21 stylish rug projects are so eye-catching that it’s hard to believe that
even novice knitters can create them. But they can, thanks to a thorough section on
knitting basics, sumptuously illustrated with more than 60 how-to photographs; advice
on embellishments, including embroidery, fringes, and tassels; and instruction on
finishing touches, such as weaving ends, sewing seams, blocking, backing, and lining.
Put this knowledge to work on a multicolored Big Needle Garter Stitch Rug, Knit and
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Purl Oval Rug, Thunderbird Wall Tapestry, and others. Every rug is beautifully
photographed in a home setting, and includes patterns and ideas for modifying the
design. The author lives in Longmont, CO.
It takes such a short time to knit a full-size afghan on large, oversized needles, that it
will soon be time to pick the next one! This great collection will satisfy every knitter who
longs for wonderful projects that don't take forever!
Big Needles Chunky KnitsDorling Kindersley Ltd
Use giant needles and chunky-weight yarn to make sweaters and jackets in no time at
all. Big Knits, Big Needles includes 20 step-by-step projects and a tutorial section on
the techniques of the basic stitches you need to know. From a belted cardigan to a
hooded toggle coat, your cold-weather-wear is about to get more trendy. Be inspired by
the chic photography of the sweaters and jackets, and, when you are feeling more
confident, take your projects one step further and create matching beanies, scarves,
and more with the help of 13 accessory patterns included in the book. Whether you are
a novice or an experienced knitter, Big Knits, Big Needles will give you rapid results and
the chic makeover your fall and winter wardrobe needs.
From USA TODAY Bestselling Author Harper Lin: Book 2 in a 4-Book Holiday Mystery
Series. 20,000 words. Includes Recipes! Superstar singer Emma Wild is back for
another murder mystery in her Canadian hometown of Hartfield, Ontario. Things are
heating up with Emma’s high school sweetheart, the handsome Detective Sterling
Matthews, but when her movie star ex, Nick Doyle, comes looking for her with a huge
diamond engagement ring, Emma’s world turns upside down. When the owner of The
Sweet Dreams Inn is stabbed to death with a chunky knitting needle, Nick is the prime
suspect because he is the inn's only guest. Emma and Sterling must work together
once again to prove Nick's innocence and find the real killer. Three’s a crowd on this
murder case. Will Emma make up her mind between her first love and her Hollywood
hunk? This is Book 2 in a 4-Book Holiday Mystery Series. Book 1: Killer Christmas
Book 2: New Year's Slay Book 3: Death of a Snowman Book 4: Valentine's Victim Save
and own the complete 4-Book Emma Wild Holiday Series Box Set! keywords: holiday
cozy mystery series small town cozy mystery cozy mystery with recipes amateur sleuth
chick lit mystery
From USA TODAY bestselling author Harper Lin: The Emma Wild Mysteries with
Recipes. Save 40% and buy the Complete 4-Book Holiday Collection! Fame. Mystery.
Romance. From CHRISTMAS to VALENTINE'S DAY. The box set includes FOUR fun
novellas at 20,000 words each. Killer Christmas (Book 1) After breaking up with hunky
movie star Nick Doyle, superstar singer Emma Wild returns to her hometown for
Christmas to get away from it all. In Hartfield, a small town in Ontario, Canada, she gets
caught up in a murder case after a fan's drink is poisoned at the Chocoholic Cafe,
owned by Emma's sister Mirabelle. Who is the killer and was the drink originally
intended for Emma? To add to the chaos, Sterling Matthews is the detective on the
case. He'd shattered her heart nine years ago and inspired all her hit singles, but now
they must work together to find the murderer before the murderer finds Emma. Includes
holiday drink recipes. New Year’s Slay (Book 2) Things are heating up with Emma’s
high school sweetheart, the handsome Detective Sterling Matthews, but when her
movie star ex, Nick Doyle, comes looking for her with a huge diamond engagement
ring, Emma’s world turns upside down. When the owner of The Sweet Dreams Inn is
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stabbed to death with a chunky knitting needle, Nick is the prime suspect because he is
the inn's only guest. Emma and Sterling must work together once again to prove Nick's
innocence and find the real killer. Three’s a crowd in this murder case. Will Emma
make up her mind between her first love and her Hollywood hunk? Includes special
recipes. Death of a Snowman (Book 3) Everything's going well for singer Emma Wild.
Taking a break from her crazy celebrity life in Hartfield has been a refreshing change,
even if she did have some difficulty choosing between her movie star boyfriend Nick
Doyle and her high school sweetheart Detective Sterling Matthews. But she has made
up her mind: she knows who she wants to spend the rest of her life with. The mayor of
Hartfield asks Emma to perform at the annual Snowman Festival, where there are a
plethora of fun activities to cure the townspeople of their winter blues every January.
But when the mayor’s two children are kidnapped in broad daylight during the
snowman building contest, Emma snaps into detective mode. The only clue she has is
a ransom note, which contains a couple of lines from an obscure poet named Harold
Winken. She thought she also saw the children talking to a man from the stage when
she was performing, but she has no idea who this mysterious man could be. Emma
asks Detective Sterling Matthews for help, but he has a new partner, a smart and
beautiful brunette named Sandra who only sees Emma as a shallow nuisance. Can
Emma solve the case on her own and prove that she’s more than a pretty face.
Includes snow cone recipes. Valentine’s Day Victim (Book 4) It looks like superstar
singer Emma Wild is going to be single on Valentine’s Day. She’s ignoring all of
Detective Sterling Matthew’s calls and evading her promotional duties for her third
album release. All she wants to do is sit at home, watch trashy TV shows and eat junk
food. But a journalist from Rolling Stone magazine on a tight deadline tracks her down
and follows her around town the same time that Emma’s sister Mirabelle invites her to
be one of the judges for the town’s annual baking contest. After the contest is over,
Emma finds the winner’s dead body in a toilet stall! While Sterling and his partner
Sandra arrests a contestant named Cherry, Emma thinks they have the wrong suspect.
Can she figure out who it is before the murderer kills someone else? Includes cupcake
recipes. keywords: holiday cozy mystery series christmas cozy mystery small town cozy
mystery cozy mystery with recipes
This book contains items knitted in a fabulous range of chunky, colourful yarns and
using the largest sizes of needles available, making them really easy to follow and
quick to complete. From a simple mohair wrap to a cropped turtleneck or a long
cardigan with collar, there is something here to suit every taste.
“A lavishly illustrated knitting reference particularly strong in its coverage of both basic
techniques and more advanced techniques. Garments illustrating techniques covered in the
book and a section of stitch patterns round out the content of this excellent knitting reference
that should find a place on the shelves of all public library knitting collections.”—Library Journal.
“This is a great book!”—Knitters’ Forum.
Offers knitting patterns for stylish women's knitwear specifically designed for plus sizes,
including wraps, shrugs, boleros, tunics, jackets, cardigans, slipovers, and accessories.
Discover this fresh, relaxed approach to knitting for kids! You'll delight in this collection that
blends timesaving techniques with smart fashion for children. Knit up sweaters, cardigans, a
tunic, a party dress, and more--choose from 14 up-to-date designs for girls and boys, sizes 4
through 12 Start and finish projects with plenty of time left for kids to wear them before they
outgrow them; big needles mean faster, easier knitting Minimal finishing requirements make
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patterns a snap to complete; flexible options make it easy to substitute different yarns
With more than 20 charming creations for youngsters from birth to three, this playful collection
of knitwear for stylish little ones will get knitters' needles clicking. Designs are aimed at knitters
of all levels, and the book includes an introductory section so that even a first-time knitter can
make one of the adorable ensembles. The projects utilize big needles and bulky yarn, making
these patterns rewarding and less time-consuming. Included are a snuggly kimono and bunting
for a layette, jackets and sweaters for outdoor adventures, and hats and booties for toddlers'
tops and toes. Charming details like bobbles, spirals, ruffles, and tassels enhance the simple
pattern shapes, infusing them with unmistakable whimsy.
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